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Bibliography of Agriculture
Felicity was far too delicate to be pioneering to Oregon Territory! Ironically, it was
her parents who died en route, leaving her with her Uncle Jon and that infuriating
tease Arne, also orphaned, who jeered at the ailing, self-pitying Missy Flissy. And
Seattle turned out nothing like a southern plantation with sunshine and slaves: it
was dense rainy forest with six houses, Indians and wild animals. Surprisingly, the
challenge suited her. Slowly she made friends with the Indians and discovered a
love of animals. Chief Seattle befriended and encouraged her to make 'strong
shining thoughts'. She cut off her limp colorless plaits, tamed feral cats, learned to
cook and housekeep-and to tease Arne back! They had almost become friends,
when Uncle Jon's family arrived-including the beautiful, charming, golden-haired
and genteel Adelaide who had always reduced Felicity to sullen inferiority. And she
was loudly horrified to find Felicity tanned, sturdy, crop-curled, barefoot, cooking in
a log cabin, on friendly terms with Indians and skunks. She was also too refined,
delicate and ladylike to do anything at all. And to make it worse, Arne fell heels
over head for her charm and beauty. But Felicity had the last word, after all.

Falling for June
The women of Sensible Shoes encounter new adventures and roadblocks in their
spiritual journeys in Two Steps Forward. In this eight-week study guide you'll find
daily Scripture readings, reflection questions, and spiritual practices, as well as
discussion questions and suggested practices for reading groups to do together.

The Delicate Pioneer
Fatal Frenzy
Suspense: An angry patriot plans to teach the U.S. a lesson by having terrorists
take over Manhattan.
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The Edge of the Shadows
"For I have sworn thee fair, and thought thee bright; Who art as black as hell, as
dark as night." —William Shakespeare, Sonnet 147 In the boldest imagining of the
era since Shakespeare in Love and Elizabeth, a finalist for the Italian Premio del
Castello del Terriccio, this spellbinding novel of witchcraft, poetry, and passion,
brings to life Aemilia Lanyer, the "Dark Lady" of Shakespeare's Sonnets—the
playwright's muse and his one true love. The daughter of a Venetian musician but
orphaned as a young girl, Aemilia Bassano grows up in the court of Elizabeth I,
becoming the Queen's favorite. She absorbs a love of poetry and learning,
maturing into a striking young woman with a sharp mind and a quick tongue. Now
brilliant, beautiful, and highly educated, she becomes mistress of Lord Hunsdon,
the Lord Chamberlain and Queen's cousin. But her position is precarious; when she
falls in love with court playwright William Shakespeare, her fortunes change
irrevocably. A must-read for fans of Tracy Chevalier (Girl With a Pearl Earring) and
Sarah Dunant (The Birth of Venus), Sally O'Reilly's richly atmospheric novel
compellingly re-imagines the struggles for power, recognition, and survival in the
brutal world of Elizabethan London. She conjures the art of England's first
professional female poet, giving us a character for the ages—a woman who is
ambitious and intelligent, true to herself, and true to her heart.

The Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie, of Kentucky
Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 psychic in Academy City, has
stumbled upon a secret. Along with her best friend Shirai and other members of
the student-run law enforcement agency known as Judgement, Misaka has
discovered the existence of "Level Upper"--a mysterious tool that grants or
enhances psychic abilities. Now Misaka and her friends must figure out who's
behind Level Upper and how to defuse it before it claims even more unsuspecting
victims!

A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 2
Two Hungry Werewolves. An Impending Full Moon. A Shift to Die For Charlie
Howard is one pent up werewolf. Unfortunately, his life as a Howard Witch on the
Supernatural haven of The Demon Isle does not give him much time for romance.
So fortunately for him, his summer fling is back in town. A mysterious woman who
yields a special kind of magic, powerful enough to handle the hungry wolf and his
dangerous advances and deadly bite. However, witches are on call twenty-fourseven and playtime is cut short when supernatural trouble arises in the form of a
mutilated body. The cause of death: werewolf bite. Charlie finds himself in a
dangerous race against the rising of the full moon and faces a terrible truth-the
werewolf who bit him ten years ago is back on the Isle! And hell bent on forcing
Charlie's submission. Meaning, he'd be lost to his duty, his family, and his life. Will
this full moon pass like every other, leaving Charlie a pent up, but caged and
controlled werewolf, or will he be forced to submit and lose himself forever?

Last Romanov
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The long-awaited third book in the Highlands Forever series is here! Adventure and
romance abound in this stunning new tale set in the heart of the highlands. Read
for FREE in Kindle Unlimited!Betrayed by his father, Prince Kuresh earns his
Highland name (Kai MacKay) and position as captain of the guard through loyal
service and unshakable love for his new homeland. But now that he has found
happiness in a new place, there's only one thing he needs to feel complete, the
heart of fiery Miran MacKay.Miran MacKay is fiercely independent and has lived life
on her own terms, until she is forced to accept her noble birth and act like a lady.
But wearing pretty gowns doesn't mean she's changed on the inside.Familiar with
heartbreak and loneliness, Miran is unwilling to risk her love on a dark-eyed
heathen from a foreign land her cousin the laird wants her to marry. At least that's
what she tells everyone, but secretly, she wants everything Kai offers her.Will a
trip across the northern Highlands in winter draw Kai and Miran together, the
undeniable heat between them thawing her frosty heart, or will fate separate them
when an unknown enemy with a long-standing grudge threatens the life of the man
Miran has grown to love?Highlands Forever
seriesUnbreakableUndeniableUnyielding

Seduced by Twins [Brac Pack Next Gen 1]
As they dazzle all the men at Queen Victoria's jubilee ball, Beth and Milly Goodwin
seem to be mirror images of one another-- beautiful, graceful and rich. They can
take their pick of any man in St. Helens, but the only man in the room either of
them wants is the one who could destroy both their lives.

Wild Boys After Dark: Logan
A soldier out for justice finds an unlikely ally And an even more unlikely
attraction… Determined to discover who’s framing his commander for terrorism,
Delta Force captain Joe McVie is faced with a mission unlike any other. One that
involves socialite do-gooder Hailey Duvall. But Hailey Duvall isn’t what she
seems…which is why someone wants her dead. And why Joe knows he’ll put
everything on the line to keep the innocent beauty safe. Red, White and Built:
Pumped Up

Paleozoic Fossils
The first fire may have been an accident, but what about the second? And the
third—the one that killed someone. Becca King and her friends wonder if one of the
newcomers to the island is to blame. Perhaps it’s Isis Martin’s brother, Aidan, just
home from a school for troubled teens. Or Parker Natalia, a talented musician fired
by his bandmates for unknown reasons. Meanwhile, Becca’s education in the
paranormal continues, as fellow psychic Diana Kinsale encourages her to explore
her growing extrasensory abilities. Beautiful Whidbey Island may seem like a
tranquil haven, but all is not as it seems. The third book in the Whidbey Island saga
confirms Elizabeth George’s place as a top-notch writer of suspense novels.

Chaotic Good
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Wild Billionaires After Dark are a series of stand-alone romances that may also be
enjoyed as part of the larger Love in Bloom series. "With her wonderful characters
and resonating emotions, Melissa Foster is a must-read author!" -NYT Bestseller
Julie Kenner "Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!"
-NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely Indulge your inner vixen with these sexy
billionaires! Meet the Wild Boys Four fiercely loyal, sinfully sexy, uber alpha
brothers, about to fall head over heels for their leading ladies.Meet the Bad Boys
Four fiercely loyal, sinfully sexy, uber alpha brothers, about to fall head over heels
for their leading ladies. Navy SEAL vet turned private investigator Logan Wild has a
thirst for justice -- and one-time flings. But when he meets Stella "Stormy" Knight,
he finds himself craving more from the mysterious beauty Everything's naughtier
after dark Stella "Stormy" Knight is an expert at hiding--her feelings, her past, and
her identity. Sometimes all that hiding takes its toll, and she needs to come out
from under that heavy suit of armor and cut loose--but it never takes her long to
put it right back on and disappear without a trace. Navy SEAL turned private
Investigator Logan Wild is relentless in his pursuit to discover the truth for his
clients. He works hard, plays even harder, and always walks away unscathed and
untethered. Until he meets mysterious and sexy-as-hell Stormy, who leaves him
craving more than a one-night stand. Passion ignites, secrets are shared, and their
deep connection is impossible to ignore. But in order to have a future, Logan must
uncover Stormy's dark past--and when he does, he'll hold her fate in his hands. ***
The Wild Boys After Dark books are long enough to burn up the sheets and short
enough to leave you craving more. Read the whole Billionaires After Dark series:
WILD BOYS AFTER DARK (Available Now!) Logan Heath Jackson Cooper More
Billionaires After Dark books: BAD BOYS AFTER DARK Mick Dylan Carson (coming
soon) Brett (coming soon) The BILLIONAIRES AFTER DARK series are part of the
LOVE IN BLOOM big family romance collection. Each book may be read as a standalone novel, or as part of the series. Read the complete LOVE IN BLOOM series:
SNOW SISTERS: Sisters in Love, Sisters in Bloom, Sisters in White THE BRADENS
(Weston, CO): Lovers at Heart, Destined for Love, Friendship on Fire, Sea of Love,
Bursting with Love, Hearts at Play, Promise My Love (novella), Daring Her Love
(novella), Our New Love (novella) THE BRADENS (Trusty, CO): Taken by Love,
Fated for Love, Romancing My Love, Flirting with Love, Dreaming of Love, Crashing
into Love THE BRADENS (Peaceful Harbor, MD): Healed by Love (Nate), Surrender
My Love River of Love, Crushing on Love, Whisper of Love, Thrill of Love THE
REMINGTONS: Game of Love, Stroke of Love, Flames of Love, Slope of Love, Read,
Write, Love, Touched by Love SEASIDE SUMMERS: Seaside Dreams, Seaside
Hearts, Seaside Sunsets, Seaside Secrets, Seaside Nights, Seaside Embrace,
Seaside Lovers, Seaside Whispers THE RYDERS: Seized by Love, Claimed by Love,
Chased by Love, Rescued by Love, Swept Into Love HARBORSIDE NIGHTS: Catching
Cassidy, Discovering Delilah, Tempting Tristan *** "You can always rely on Melissa
Foster to deliver a story that's fresh, emotional and entertaining. Make sure you
have all night, because once you start you won't want to stop reading. Every
book's a winner!" -- New York Times Bestselling Author Brenda Novak

Candy Cane Calaboose
A story collection inspired by the Kitty Norville series features new adventures and
original tales for such favorite characters as Denver's Master vampire Rick,
werewolf T.J., and reluctant vampire Emma.
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Vampires Gone Wild (Supernatural Underground)
Roxie and the Red Rose Mystery
One friendly encounter leads to a brutal act of vengeance Can Sullivan get the
surviving child to safety before his enemies get to him? Sullivan, a former
legendary assassin and now a wandering drunk, gets so wasted he ends up falling
asleep on the street. When an old man takes pity on Sullivan and takes him home
to his farm, Sullivan experiences kindness he didn't know existed, and he forms a
bond stronger than he realises. So when he leaves the next day and sees a group
of thugs heading to this man's farm, he knows he has no choice to go back. When
he returns to find the man's corpse, he is filled with an intense rage, and swears he
will hunt down these thugs and have revenge.. But when the old man's
granddaughter appears, still left alive, Sullivan knows he has no choice but to
protect her from the powerful men who are looking to complete their murder. Can
he get the girl to safety before they catch up with him? Or will his weakened state
end up putting this girl in too much danger?

Kitty's Greatest Hits
When Mack Bolan discovers a conspiracy deep within the U.S. government
involving domestic militia groups that are responsible for an unauthorized attack
on CIA headquarters, he must race against time to stop a senator from unleashing
a revolution in his quest for absolute power. Original.

Deadly Waters
Alice McDonald has escaped all the obvious traps that lie in wait for women. She
loves her job but enjoys her clever, spirited children too; her husband (Dan the
New Man) does his share at home, and their London house is always full of friends.
At her thirty-seventh birthday party, Alice reflects that their life has been a pretty
successful production so far. But love can be treacherous, and children are never
quite what they seem. Two months later, far from home and alone on a desperate
quest through the bleak lanes of Norfolk, Alice wonders how it fell apart so quickly.
Were things ever as good as they seemed? Had the McDonalds really been happy,
or was it no more than a stage illusion?

Isle of Wolves
Greetings, my little Astro Kittens! Are you ready to take off on your first space
adventure? Join Professor Astro Cat as we learn all about Cosmic Machines!
Advancements in space technology mean that we now know more than ever before
about what's out there in the Universe. From rockets to rovers, this beautifully
designed board book introduces young explorers to some of the most innovative
and incredible machinery that has opened our eyes and broadened our minds to
things we could never have imagined.

Moment of Battle
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Explore the rich fossil record of the Paleozoic Era, from the Cambrian (545 million
years ago) through the Permian (almost 300 million years ago) with 650 high
quality color photos and detailed, highly readable text. Following his successful
work on the earliest fossils, the author now starts at that time in earth's history
when life blossomed into a variety of body plans (phyla), and explores the
successive periods of the Paleozoic Era. These include the Cambrian; the early,
mid-, and late Ordovician; the Silurian and Devonian with their numerous marine
fossils and some of the earth's first land plants and early fish; the diverse land
plants and peculiar marine life of the Carboniferous (Mississippian and
Pennsylvanian periods); and the fossils of the Permian, including many fossils of
life forms that would go extinct in the worlds greatest extinction event. This is a
great book for fossil hunters of all ilks and anyone interested in the early remnants
of life. Those who collect or trade fossils will find a useful guide to the values of the
fossils.

The Amalfi Bride
Gretel has wires in her head. Gretel likes to pick wildflowers. Gretel is one of the
subjects on the farm, and she is Doctor Gottlieb's responsibility, but she knows
something she isn't telling -- and if Doctor Gottlieb doesn't figure it out, it may be
his body in a ditch next. This story is set in the world of Ian Tregillis's Milkweed
series, which began with Bitter Seeds. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Computerization
When June and her best friends rent a bungalow at a Maui resort, June is charmed
by their gorgeous neighbor, Lance. And June has been down enough relationship
paths to know that sunsets and beaches are not reality. Okay, so maybe she'll give
into one kiss--what can that hurt? But when Lance promises he wants to see her
after their vacation, June has to decide if she is ready for the real-deal.

Astro Kittens: Cosmic Machines
This book includes information regarding, utility rate studies, Water and sewer
network analysis and mapping and design. Microcomputer are finding an
increasing role in the operation of water and wastewater plants. Their typical initial
uses are in word processing, report writing, correspondence, inventory control and
general book keeping functions.

Two Steps Forward Study Guide
Two leading military historians present a case for what they have identified as the
20 most crucial battles of all time, explaining how each conflict represents a
historical epoch that triggered profound transformations and significantly shaped
the development of the modern world.

Assembly
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Vampires Gone Wild brings together four paranormal romance novellas by Kerrelyn
Sparks, Pamela Palmer, Amanda Arista, and Kim Falconer, authors and bloggers at
Supernatural Underground. Kerrelyn Sparks’s demure Pamela and sexy vampire
sidekick battle the Malcontents in “V is for Vampwoman.” Kim Falconer’s aqueous
San Francisco vampires in “Blood and Water” want nothing from “landers” —
unless it’s dinner, but that’s until Stellan meets Angelina. Pamela Palmer carries
readers to Vamp City in “A Forever Love” where trapped Lukas pines for his lost
love. When she appears, Lukas will fight to keep her alive. It’s been a hundred
years since Valiance has dated; all is great until they’re attacked, but quiet Esme
will shock Valiance in Amanda Arista’s “First Dates Are from Hell.”

Distant Images
Kill Them Quickly
Rob Burnside's life is in ruins. After his escapades with Pinocula and his resulting
outrageous lies, everyone is fed up with him. In this Creature from My Closet book
by Obert Skye, Rob needs help. And his science laboratory closet is there to give
him a hand. Meet Katfish, a mashup of Katniss from the Hunger Games and the
Little Mermaid. This girl is strong as nails and sports a tail. Everyone at Rob's
school is excited about an upcoming riff on the Hunger Games created by Principal
Smelt: the Fun-ger Games. Rob is less excited because the principal and his mom
have roped him into participating. But Katfish is sticking around to help Rob out
with girl advice, Fun-ger Games tips, and how to get people to stop hating him.
What could go wrong?

Delta Force Die Hard
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, shape-shifters, HEA] Sam's only goal
is to lose his virginity, that is, until he runs into two men with car trouble. When he
offers his help, Sam gets more than he bargains for. Matthew Miller knows his time
at the Den is short-lived. He's matured into an alpha, butting heads constantly with
Maverick. Two alphas can't live under the same roof, so he and his twin move to
Dalton Falls to form a pack of their own. The problem is, the town where you don't
have to hide what you are isn't receptive to outsiders. When the twins discover
that Sam is both their mates, they pursue the human. But Sam has a problem.
Ethan Charles owns the town and swears Sam belongs to him. Matthew and
Maddox must save Sam from Ethan who is hell-bent on taking Sam from them.
Ethan is determined to run the newcomers out of town and the twins are just as
determined to make Dalton Falls their new home. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

What Doctor Gottlieb Saw
“In an Ivy League town, Bloom turns Yale’s motto—Lux et Veritas—on its head,
finding darkness and deceit in every corner of New Haven.” —Kirkus Reviews The
image of a charming college town serves New Haven well, but its natives know
that the city has been built on a rich—and violent—history that still seeps out from
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between the cracks in the sidewalks and the halls of learning. Now, New York
Times–bestselling author—and Connecticut resident—Amy Bloom masterfully
curates a star-studded cast of contributors, featuring Michael Cunningham,
Stephen L. Carter, and Roxana Robinson, to portray New Haven’s underbelly.
Highlights of the anthology include Lisa D. Gray’s “The Queen of Secrets,” which
won the Robert L. Fish Memorial Award and John Crowley’s “Spring Break,” winner
of the Edgar Award for Best Short Story. Tales by Alice Mattison, Chris Knopf,
Jonathan Stone, Sarah Pemberton Strong, Karen E. Olson, Jessica Speart, Chandra
Prasad, David Rich, Hirsh Sawhney, and Bloom herself round out this impressive
collection. “Town-gown tensions highlight several of the 15 stories in this stellar
Akashic noir anthology set in the Elm City . . . This [volume] is particularly strong
on established authors, many of whom have impressive credentials outside the
genre.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “The anthology brings together writers
who take varied approaches to the idea of noir in the Elm City. Some stories are
historical, some are contemporary. All the classic New Haven landmarks are there,
including plenty of Yale . . . The full sweep of New Haven’s character is on display
in the anthology.” —Connecticut Magazine

Unbreakable Laws of Business Credit
A Libertus Mystery of Roman Britain - The marriage of a former vestal virgin is
always an important event, so the anticipated arrival of such a bride in Glevum is
the excuse for an even more lavish banquet than usual on the Emperor's birthday
feast. However, when Audelia's covered carriage finally arrives, the lady in
question is nowhere to be found. Libertus investigates and makes a gruesome
discovery, suggesting that Druid rebels may have been involved. But when another
lady disappears, Libertus finds himself in a race against time to ensure the safety
of the 'vanishing vestals'.

Unto a Land That I Will Show You
UNTO A LAND THAT I WILL SHOW YOU is a present-day missionary autobiography
that will take you on a journey filled with excitement, romance, risks, miracles, and
challenges of two young missionaries who go to Japan shortly after World War II.
You will be: Impacted by their simple obedience to God's call. Captivated by a
heart-warming love story. Challenged by their perseverance in reaching an
unreached nation. Inspired by the accounts of Japanese lives transformed by the
power of Christ. "Leo and Phyllis Kaylor are two of God's choicest servants! In
responding to their call to Japan, they began an exciting journey of faith that will
both challenge and inspire you. This is a tender love story of two ordinary people
doing extraordinary things for God." Jim Cymbala, Senior Pastor, Brooklyn
Tabernacle, Brooklyn, New York Carol Cymbala, Grammy Award Winning Choir
Director of The Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir "Leo Kaylor is one of the most
respected, cross-cultural leaders I have known anywhere in the world. He is a man
of impeccable integrity, with a passion for the lost, persistence in the face of
disappointments and delays, and is a man of faith and great vision. He and his wife
Phyllis have passed on these great attributes to their own natural children and to
their spiritual children." Frank Damazio; Senior Pastor, City Bible Church, Portland,
Oregon LEO & PHYLLIS KAYLOR separately answered God's call to be missionaries
to Japan. They met and married in Japan; raised and homeschooled their six
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children there. With twenty-three grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, and
counting, Leo and Phyllis proclaim they are still on their honeymoon! After over
fifty, fruitful years, the Kaylors are still actively ministering in Japan. They are
affiliated with City Bible Church, Portland, Oregon and are members of Ministers'
Fellowship International.

Dark Aemilia
Abbey knows exactly what she wants from life, and she's meeting each goal on
schedule. As the successful manager of a busy store, with plans to return to school
for her MBA, Abbey's already well on her way. Whatever happens after that, she's
quite certain her plan doesn't include love. And she definitely doesn't have time for
God. But Abbey's plan is derailed when, by accident, she receives the wrong
Christmas gift from her kooky missionary aunt. Sorting out the mix-up brings Mike
Tucker into her life and as she gets to know him, she finds herself beginning to
question her plan. When Mike and Abbey both end up as inmates for charity in the
Candy Cane Calaboose, something begins to change in Abbey's heart. Maybe her
life has room for love after all. And maybe, just maybe, she has room for God as
well

Homeland Terror
She was an orphan, ushered into the royal palace on the prayers of her majestry.
Yet, decades later, her time spent in the embrace of the Romanovs haunts her still.
Is she responsible for those murderous events that changed everything? If only she
can find the heir, maybe she can put together the broken pieces of her own pastmaybe she can hold on to the love she found.

You May Well Ask
The beauty of Italy's Amalfi Coast made Regina Tomei throw caution to the wind—
and spend the night in the arms of a gorgeous stranger. Except Nico Romano is
actually a prince— heir to a monarchy, destined to marry a woman of royal blood.
Regina has no illusions that a working-class American like herself could fit into his
world of power, palazzos and paparazzi. Their passionate affair must end when her
vacation does. But Regina leaves Italy with more than just memories—she's
carrying Nico's baby!

Vestal Vanishes
Inauguration day is almost here… Lieutenant Sam Holland is on leave, recovering
from an attack that shook her to the core. With no case to distract her, she's trying
to stay busy—even voluntarily meeting with her new White House staff. But it's not
enough to keep the horrific memories at bay, and her family is worried…especially
her husband, Vice President Nick Cappuano. Nick is dealing with his own demons
where his wife's safety is concerned, losing night after night of sleep as he works
to make sure what happened that day will never happen again. The pressure is
building inside the Cappuanos' marriage, and something's got to give before Nick
takes the oath of office. When two college girls go missing in the midst of
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inauguration madness, the chief of police needs the one cop he can count on to
find them and save the Metro PD from disgrace. In a case full of ugly twists and
turns, Sam will have to confront her past and find her strength again…before it's
too late. 94,000 words

Unyielding
Cameron uses her costuming skills to disguise herself as a boy after she endures
cyberbullying for winning a cosplay contest.

A Long Walk in Wintertime
Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton Series and Johanna Lindsey’s Malory Series will
love the passionate romances and gripping adventures of the League of Rogues.
Godric St. Laurent, Duke of Essex: A rake. A scoundrel. And now he's a kidnapper.
Godric St. Laurent, Duke of Essex, relishes the rakish reputation society has
branded him with. He has no plans to marry anytime soon—if ever. When he
kidnaps an embezzler’s niece for revenge, the difficult debutante’s blend of
sweetness and sharp tongue both infuriate and intrigue him. Miss Emily Parr is
determined to rid herself of domineering men in her life. Her plan is in shambles
after she's kidnapped by the incorrigible duke. As she tries to outwit him, she finds
herself enjoying not only the scorching kisses he steals but also his companionship.
Of course the most wicked and unweddable man she's ever met would be the one
she can't imagine living without. As they surrender to passion, danger from
Godric's past threatens to destroy the one thing he and Emily swore they never
wanted: love. Warning: This novel includes a lady who refuses to stay kidnapped, a
devilish duke with a dark past, and an assortment of charming rogues who have no
idea what they’ve gotten themselves into.

The Night They Stole Manhattan
Twelve-year-old Roxie needs the support of her best friends and God when she
starts helping Mary Harland with her entry in the local art contest and falls in love
with Mary's older brother Dan.

Katfish
The Unbreakable Laws of Business Credit is an entrepreneurs guide to establishing
any corporate structure and build great business credit at the same time. It reveals
how to accumulate start up capital for any business without using a personal
guarantee and step by step instructions on applying for corporate credit cards.
Learn some of the secrets about using, buying and establishing Shelf Corporation.

Wicked Designs
While visiting the Everglades National Park with their parents, the Landon children
uncover the mystery of dying manatees and learn important lessons about the
natural environment.
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New Haven Noir
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